
VMI iClass Lifts
Features & Benefits

VMI iClass lifts are a versatile, cost-effective wheelchair accessibility 
solution for caregivers or businesses. With unprecedented features 
designed for ease-of-use, safety and dependability, iClass lifts are 
the most technologically advanced on the market today.

Sturdy, Anti-Rattle Construction Power Door Operators Uncluttered, Cable-Free Design

Thanks to advanced anti-rattle technology and 
sturdy build quality, iClass lifts provide the 
quietest ride on the market.

iClass Lifts can be installed with door operators, 
allowing independent drivers and caregivers 
alike to have a smooth, one-touch integrated lift 
deployment, making it the easiest lift to use. 

You won’t find of cables that trip you and wear out 
over time—because there aren’t any. Our cable-
free, mechanical design has a clean look, provides 
more durability, and requires less maintenance.
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Bluetooth Operation Maintenance and Repair Alerts Automatic Platform Reset

Thanks to the on-board computer, and as the only 
wheelchair lift that is truly Bluetooth compatible, 
deploy or activate your lift from a distance 
ensuring a quick and easy experience.

Thanks to the on-board computer, the iClass lift 
comes with an app that will remind you when 
maintenance is required, or if there is anything 
that needs to be checked by a lift technician.

Your lift automatically detects when it has “drifted” 
and will automatically reset itself upon activation. 
Comparatively, other lifts require a manual pump 
or heavy drift locks that are inconvenient to use.

Ample LED Lighting 1,000 lb Weight Capacity Accessible Components

All iClass lifts come standard with ample LED 
lighting. LED lighting has traditionally been 
reserved for commercial use, but is now available 
for everyone and meets ADA standards.

Never worry about the lift not being able to handle 
a heavy load. With a 1000lb weight capacity, it can 
handle even the largest of power wheelchairs and 
wheelchair users, also meeting ADA standards.

Many lifts put the important parts in the most 
inconvenient places. iClass lifts were designed 
with functionality and practicality in mind, making 
them easier to use, maintain, and repair. 


